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Theology

Science

Math

Assignment
Go online to research your patron saint—the saint for whom you are named. If you
can’t find your first name, try your second name. If neither one of these work, you
can use a family member’s name. Please write a brief summary of your saint’s life;
then write if it would be difficult or easy to follow in his/her footsteps and give valid
reasons to support your claim.
Find out about various pond organisms. Draw and label a diagram of a common
pond microorganism. Discuss its role in the pond environment.

Watch the following video to review the order of operations:
http://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/order-ofoperations/v/introduction-to-order-of-operations
Create a poster (8 x 11.5) that explains the order of operations.

Reading

Spanish

English
Choose either
1 or 2

Social Studies

Look outside! What do you see? Write a descriptive paper using sensory imagery
(sight, sound, taste, touch, and smell). When I read this, I should be able to picture
the scene you’re describing. You may use a graphic organizer to organize your
thoughts. Your target areas are sensory imagery, varied sentence beginnings, and
compound sentence.
You have been appointed principal at La Escuela de San Jude. You must create
schedules for a 1st grader and a 5th grader. Please list the periods and times of
each period. List the class, what you need for the class, and the teacher for that
class. You can create any type of classes you want, but it must be written in
Spanish.
1. Watch 30 minutes of television. Keep track of all the commercials. Create a
3-column chart on a sheet of paper. In the left column, write the
commercial – product, store, etc. that is being advertised. In the middle
column, record the length of the commercial (30 seconds, 1 minute, etc.).
In the right column, write the purpose of the commercial.
2. If you could change ONE thing about St. Jude School and Preschool, what
would it be? Write a one-page editorial (Letter to the Editor) to our school
newspaper suggesting and describing that ONE change for the school.

Go to www.cia.gov Click on World Factbook. On the map, select a continent and
click on it. From the list of countries, select one of your choice. View the
information available on your country. Create a replica of the country’s flag (color
it or use construction paper). Write a paragraph containing some information on
your country’s geography, location, and population.
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